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UNMLacking Cash for

;Ju.d. :9.io, 17?7
,' 0,, ~ ,By STEVE NQLAN

LOPO Staff Writer
UNM will probably pay more
than $1 million this school year for
natural gas, even though only
$891 ,QO has been allocated in the
· budget,·said Ted Guambana, UNM
Fiscal Analyst.
The .underbudgeting is a result of
a recent unexpected rate hike in the
cost of gas adjus~ment by'the Gas
Company of New Mexico, said
Guambana.
. The 7 per cent hike which effects
.UNM was approved by the Public
Service Commission last Monday.
A cost of gas-adjustment at the
wellhead of up to 40 per cent, which
is passed directly to the consumer,
was passed by the State Legislature
at its last session.
This year's UNM gas budget of

$891,000 which was determined last
February, is a SJ per cent increase
over last yearrs $590,00 budget.
·
The 51 per cent increase was
determined .by forecasts of gas
increases at the wellhead eased
building space (the new art builing)
at UNM, Guam~ana said.
Guambana said, the actual cost
of the increase in natural gas prices
for the 1976-77 school year now

stands at $767,200.

•.

·

Gruambana said that if cutbacks
at the University are required, they
If this figure had been used, the would probably be in J?ersonnel or
budget should have been about supplies.
$1,1.50,00, and the extra seven p~r
cent rate hike would add another
Savings could be made by not
$60,000 to this total, he said. replacing employe!> who quit or by
GuambaQa said the total amount is purchasing small quantities of
about twice that spent is about supplies and some areas only
twice that spent on gas for the 1975- emergency supplies, he said ..
76 school year.
Last year, Guambana said,
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fortunately
. from,:~~;rbudgeted areas,
itS water, •W.!!~.
used to pay off
gas deficit!.'
Unexpected gas-price increases
threw the budget off last year also.
He said, "Hopefully a deficit this
year will be absorbed by· the general
pattern of expenditures.''
He added that the utility area is
hard to budget because of its many
changes.
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OCA Handles
Tenant Disputes
Boyd's office currently has 300
back log cases, 98 per cent of which
are related to tenant-landlord
disputes. He said that he is making
progress in its settlement.
Boyd dis.cusses some remedies:
organizing tenants in the building,
complaining to his office,
withholding rent. Such remedies
can be effective. But they're also
arduous for the tenants. Boyd adds
that his office has pushed a series of
strong measures through the city
council and has supported them in
the courts. The first was a law
prohibiting retaliatory eviction. No
landlord may evict a tenant or
refuse to renew a lease because the
tenant made a complaint about a
safety or housing violation.
"With that basic protection
· assured, tenants could go to .fight
for other rights/' Boyd said.
The tenant has obligations too,
Boyd said. These include complying
with local housing codes, keeping
the apartment clean and safe, not
disturbing the neighbors, and
obeying reasonable rules and
regulations. Rules are considered
reasonable only if they apply to all
· · tenants in a fair manner.
' · Boyd's advice to tenants is to be
assertive about their rights and be
prompt in their duties. He provides
tenants and landlords with self~help
information and literature both in
English and Spanish.

By FABIAN RODRIGUEZ
LOBO Staff writer
The question that cries out from
the District Attorney's Office of
Consumer Affairs is: Why do
tenants let landlords take advantage
of them?
''In a nation where .the
machinery of democracy is
available for our use, why do we
not take political arms against those
who are taking us to the cleaners?"
said Elton Boyd, director of
Consumer Affairs

.,
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For New Job

Sil.verman Quits

By ROBERT R. LEE
LOBO Staff W.rlter'r"
Dr. Paul H: Silverman, assoc.
provost for research and academic
services, confirmed yesterday that
he has resigned take a job at
qnother university.
Silverman had not planned to
announce his resignation until Aug.
31. "I'm not free to talk about my
future position until it's announced
at the other instutution," he said.
Speculation ·is that Silverman is

.

\

Paul Silverman, as so c.
provost for research and
academic services.
-
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to take a position at a university in
New York state.
Tony llillerman, assistant to
UNM President William Davis,
said, "We're losing a distinguished
man.''
Silverman joined the UNM~
faculty in 1972 as chairman of the
biology department. He was appointed acting vice president for
research and graduate affairs in
1973, and has held that position on
a permanent basis since 1974. (His
job title was changed in 1976.)
The biologist, a specialist in the
study of immunity and parasites,
was involved in a malaria research
project at UNM that expedited the
development of a practical and
effective vaccine against the
disease.
Silverman began his career as a
professor of biology at the
University of Illinois in 1963, later
becoming chairman of the zoology
department there.
He has been awarded a number
of research appointments including
one at the Malaria Research
Station, Hebrew University, Israel,
and another at the School of
Tropical Medicine, University of
1
Liverpool, England.
Silverman holds both an earned
and an honorary doctorate from
the University of Liverpool.

Library Experiment
Trades Materials
UNM and the City of
Albuquerque libraries have set
Sept. 1 as the goal date to begin an
experimental meterials exchange
system. The. program will give
citizens free access to University
research materials through a twochannel system.
Alan Clark, dirtcun of the city
library, said 200 card&, which will
be valid for one year, will be issued
to city officiais. Residents of the
city who wish to make use of the
program will be' issued ''referral

slips" which will be valid for the
:.-~eriod of research, to be. dtermined
by the city Jibrarians at their
discretion. There will be 200
referrai slips available .throughout
the .experiment, he said.
The citizens will present their
card or slip when bor.rowing
materials and will receive oncampus privileges of a two-week
loan period, Alice Clark, assistant
dean of reader's serviCes, said. All
fines will be· administered by the
city library.

Preparatory
Enrollment
Ends Today

lobo photo by Anlta Pisirre

~waves'

Calmed
With. $100,000

The Board of Educational Finance has gr.anted the
$100 000 needed to adjust the lighting in. Zimmerman
Libr~ry so, .that the book~detection syste~ may be installed, said Van DornHooker, UNM archttect.
He said be expects the work on the system to be co!flpleted within two months. The system has n~t been mstalled because high-frequency w~ves from f1xt~res. on
the electrical lightitig interfered wtth the magnetic fteld
of the· book detectQr.
.
·
New light fixtures will be installed.

A deadline of 5 p.m. today has
been set for students to enroll in
courses through UNM's college
preparatory program, said Dr. Eloy
Romero, program specialist for
UNM Continuing Education.
"According to University
policies, students who are required
·to take college preparatory courses
will be disenrolled from the
University if they have not
registered by the deadline," he said.
The preparatory program is
designed to assist students who
were denied admission to UNM
because of academic or subject
matter deficiencies, students who
have been out of school for a
number of years and wish to take
refresher courses and students who
feel their academic skills are insufficient for a. successful experience at UNM.
Courses in math, English, social
science and natural science are
offered.
Romero said ·students wishing to
enroll in the program should
contact
UNM
Continuing
Education, 805 Yale NE, as soon as
possible.
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For Carter Pltlne Trips

Bank Investigation Sought
ci
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WASHINGTON (UP I)-The
U.S. Attorney who investigated
Bert Lance's dealings Thursday
said that Lance's National Bank of
Georgia should be investigated for
making illegal campaign con. tributions because it gave President
Carter five free plane trips.
White House Press Secretary
Jody Powell has acknowledged that

COPIES 3 1/2<
Overnight

KINKO'S
No ..Winimum
2312 Cent. SE 268-8515

Carter took the trips, in 1975 and
1976, and Powell said the bank
would be reimbursed for the
charges, nearly $1,800. He called it
an "oversight."
"Taking a presidential candidate
on campaign trips?" asked John
W. Stokes, the former U.S.
Attorney in Atlanta.
"It could be an illegal political
contribution by a national bank.
They're not allowed to make
contributons. It should be referred
·to the justice department. I would
assume it would be referred in the
normal course of events," Stokes
said.
Stokes, a Republican appointee
now in private practice, made the

Mon.- Fri., 10:9
Sat., 10-7, Sun, 12-5
Phone 294-2411
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of equipment
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comment in a telephone interview
from Atlanta.
His office investigated the First
By United Press International
National Bank and, the day after
Lance was nominated, reported it
found no illegality.
Stokes said the probe should
have been dropped "seven or eight
NEW YORK-Authorities Thursday intercepted what they
months earlier" because there was
thought was a letter bomb-which later. proved t? be a crudely
no ~:vidence.
fashioned toy handgun-addressed to David Berkow1tz, the 24-yearold postal worker accused of the six "Son of Sam" murders.
· The statement came amid new
disclosures involving the compA department of corrections officer discove~ed a thick en.velope
troller of the currency and another
with a wire sticking out of it around 1 p.m. w~1le fluo~oscopmg the
Lance-controlled bank shortly
suspect's mail at the Brooklyn House of DetentiOn.
before Carter nominated his
The object consisted of a 2 V1 inch wooden stock with a l-inch,
longtime friend and confidant to
metal nail sticking out of it.
become U.S. Budget Director.
According to a New York Times
report, Internal Revenue Service
investigators have been told that a
PEKING-Secretary of State Cyrus Vance met China's new
bank examiner looking into the
leader Hua Kuo-Feng Thursday but failed to make any progre-ss
· dealings of the First National Bank
toward establishing relations wit? China. .
,
.
of Calhoun (Ga.) was ordered to
"The discussions were candid and senous, Vance sa1d at a
give the bank a "clean bill of
closing news conference after 13 hours of talks with Chinese leaders.
health'' by an official of the
Asked if there had been any progress on the main obstacle to
comptroller's Atlanta office.
establishing relations, U.S. policy on Taiwan, Vance said only,
go
The report said Regional
away better informed and the leaders of the Peoples Repubhc (of
Administrator Donald Tarleton,
China~ have a better understanding. That is part of the progress.''
gave the order to Bank Examiner
Ashley Lee during a review in Oct .•.
1976-shortly before Carter's
election and less than two months
before Lance was nominated.
FORT MADISON, Iowa-Prisoners at Iowa State Penitentiary
It said a day before Lance's
won't be playing with frisbees anymore.
nonination, Tarleton ended
And they won't be wearing high heels.
restrictions against the bank that
Prison officials are afraid those items may be used for smuggling
had been prompted by sizable
contraband.
overdrafts in First National
Warden Lou Brewer announced that prisoners would be forchecking accounts. Sparing Lance
bidden to possess the flying saucers because they might be used to
embarrassing questions at his
sail banned items-especially drugs-over the prison's high
Senate confirmation hearing.
limestone walls.
One of the overdrawn accounts,
Brewer also issued a new policy banning shoes with heels higher
used for Lance's political camthan 1- !4 inch.
paign, was charged no interest, the
"The high heels are hollow and this is a good place to hide conTimes said. It said Tarleton, in
traband," Menke said. "They have a pretty good hole in them."
explaining why the sanctions were
ended, cited the routine bank
examination which said the bank
had corrected its deficiencies.
MIDLAND, Mich.- Dow Chemical Co. asked distributors
Tarleton was unavailable for
Thurday
to return stocks of a pesticide that has been linked to cancer
comment. Lee's secretary in
and
sterility.
Atlanta referred phone calls to
A spokesman said Dow was "playing it safe" by making the
Robert Baer, an assistant to
·
request
in letter to the distributors that stopped short of a fullComptroller of the Currency. John
fledged
recall.
G.. Heimann.
Now spokesmen acknowleged that Fumazone, the trade name for
Baer said he could not comment
the pesticide DBCP, is suspected .of causing sterility among Do~
on the IRS investigation, which
employes. But they said there is no evidence at this time that It
amounts to an audit of the compresents any danger to the general public.
ptroller's role in the review of
Lance's finances. He said the IRS
audit and a further investigation by
the comptroller's office are to be
completed by Sept. 7.
As for Carter's trips on the
national bank of georgia plane,
WASHINGTON
dale. It is expected to recommend
Baer said it had not been decided
(UPJ)-Federal
investigators
have
that Congress order federal
whether to refer the matter to the
New
York
officials
discovered
that
regulation of municipal bonds.
justice department.
misled the public for years about
The study on the city's acStokes said of the newest reports: the city's true financial condition, counting and reporting practices
"The Comptroller's office comes UP! learned Thur>dav.
began 20 months ago after New
off, in my view, as in a handholding
Public misstatements were in York's attempts to raise money in
situation with the bank."
annual budget reports and the the bond markets failed. New York
quarterly updating of city financial met its financial obligations
reports, sources familiar with the through
a
court-ordered
investigation said. The budget moratorium on repayment of dept
information
was
widely to public investors and loans from
New Mexico
disseminated by public officials.
the U.S. Treasury.
DAILY LOBO
The sources 'said the city's
SEC sources said more than 40
'Vol. 82
No. 6
financial records were based on two lawyers and accountants from SEC
3!11400
systems of accounting-an accrual offices in New York, Washington
The New Mexico Dally L()bo is publlshed
basis for income and a cash basis and Chicago worked for 20 months
Monday through Friday every regular week
of the University year and weekly during the
for
expenses.
on the investigation because of the
summer session by the Doard of Student
The mixed 'system of accounting complexity of the issues and the
Publications of the University of New Mexico,
and is not financially wociated with UNM.
was misleading because the great poor state of city financial records.
Second class postage paid at Albuqucrquej
NeW MeXico 87131. Subscription rate is
size of the city debt was unAlthough the investigation
'10.00 for the academic year,
derstated. This occurred when the technically involved New York
Tha opinions expressed on the editorial
pages of The Dally Lo® are those ol :the
city calCulated income on the basis Securities outstanding on Dec. 31,
author solely. Unsigned opinion is that of the
of
anticipated tax collections and 1975, the thrust of the investigation
editorial board of The Dally Lobo. Nothing
printed in The DaUy Lobo necessarily
revenue from the state and federal covered activities of the 1960s and
represents the views of the University of New
governments, the sources said.
Mcxfoo.
1070s.
While calculations of expenses
The SEC said there were more
were based on actual operating than $18 billion in securities issued
conditions, this tended to.overstate either by or for New York City at
income which had the effect of the end of 1975.
• understating the city's debt.
New York fiscal officials did not
The findings could have a adequately control disbursements
significant impact on the to city employes and welfare
Democratic mayoral primary in recipients, sources familiar with the
September. Mayor Abraham investigation said. This led to
Beame, who is seeking nomination understatements of expenses and a
for another term, was either the loss of welfare revenue from the
city's top financial official or chief federal government, which further
executive through the period of contributed to an income shortfall
greatest financial stress.
artd increased dept.
· The findings are in a lengthy
The SEC report will also disclose
report that the securities and ex- that operating expenses of the city
change commission (sec) will send Were paid from the capital biudget
to House Speaker Thomas O'Neill which caused an understatement of
and Vice President Waller Man- city assets, the sources said.

Toy Gun Mailed to 'Sam'

China Talks Stagnant
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High Heels Out This Year
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Judge Cites Sex
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MADISON, Wis. (UPI)-Judge Archie Simonson, Simonson said, "Well, how responsive should I be?"
Simonson spoke of "sexual permissiverwss" in
in sentencing a youth in a sexual assualty case, agreed
with a woman prosecuting attorney that his remarks Madison and mentioned sex clubs, newspaper ads,
about women appearing in court "without bras and escort services and prostitutes.
He mentioned the way women dress on Madison
with their nipples fully exposed" were sexist.
streets,
particul&rly in the University of Wisconsin,
"I can't go around walking exposing my genitals
and
said,
"I used to see girls clothed like that and (
like they can their mammary glands,"·Simonson said
had
to
pay
a lot of money to go into the South Side of
in a hearing transcript which was released Thursday at
Chicago
to
view (them).
the Judge's request.
"Even
in open court we have people apSimonson is the target of a recall election Sept. 7.
pearing-women
appearing without bras and with the
He came under fire for his remarks in which he
nipples
fully
exposed-and
they think it is smart and
suggested. that rape was a normal reaction for a ISthey
sit
here
on
the
witness
stands
with their dresses up
year-old to the sexual attitudes ·of the city and the dress
over
the
cheeks
of
their
butts."
of women.
He asked if he should employ a "double standard"
He said news reports about what he said were
by
imposing a harsh sentence on a youth who had been
misleading, but there were few surprises in the
exposed
by the community to such sexual pertranscript and the earlier reports seemed largely acmissiveness.
·
curate.
"It
(sex)
is
readily
available,"
he said. "lt is really
The key part of the transcript showed that
wide
open
and
are
we
supposed
to take an im·simonson was discussing recommendations by Asst.
pressionable
person
15
or
16
years
of age who can
Dist. Atty. Meryl Mandgardt regarding sentencing of
respond
to
something
like
that
and
punish
that person
the youth when he made the remarks that caused the
severely
because
they
react
to
it
normally?''
controversy.
"Your Honor, with all due respect, I find your
Ms. Manhardt urged the Judge to consider
responsiveness to the community. She said she did not remarks about women's clothing particularly sexist,"
seek "severe punishment" but also did not want a Ms. Manhardt said.
"You bet it is," Simonson answered.
light sentence, such as return of the youth to his home.
Later
Ms. Manha·rdt told Simonson: "You are
She sought a treatment center or group home.
reflecting
the general theory that a woman provokes
Simonson sentenced the boy to live at ):lome under
an
assault.
I cannot accept that idea."
court supe'rvision for a year.
"It
sure
raises
a1ot of interest in my mind from time,
"You are saying I should be responsive to the
to
time,"
Simonson
said.
community and what their needs and wishes are," ·

KUNM Radio Seeks·
Broadcasting Recruits
Are you tired of low-key D.J. 's
who berate you with ads for bongs,
roach clips and pizzas? Well
KUNM, UNM's student run, noncommercial radio station, has no
advertising and has never been
known to bombard the ai;: waves
with the run-of-the-mill top forty
hits.
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reporting and anchoring news.
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KUNM, transmiting at :10.1 on t"'
0
F.M., has a modern production cr"
facility and offers classes for 9
anyone interested.
~
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If you think radio broadcast is

1

N

-

for you, then call277 -4806 or drop -""
C)
"Basically we try to bring as by Onate Hall on the corner of \_,
_,
large a variety of good quality Campus and Girard.
music as we can," a spokesman for
KUNMsaid.

The station is currently looking
for people who are intereeted in
music and the broadcast medium.
James Gardner, the station's new
news director, is also looking for
people interested in learning about
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HAYAY SHALOM

Recorded Message
Phone 296·8568

UNBELIEVABLE SAVINGS
CALCULATORS & STEREOS

calculators

HEWLETT~ PACKARD

Texas Instruments
WAS
Tl-59 ••.. , , • $300
Tl-58 ......... $125
Tl-57 ......... $80
PC-100A ..•.. $200
MBA-FINANCE. $80
SR-51·11 ........ $70
SR-40. .. .. .. .. $40
Tl-1690 ........ $40
SA-BUSINESS .$40
Tl-5015 ........ $80
Tl-5040 ...... $130
TI-SOSOM ..... $110
MODULE LIB. FOR
58 & 59

Plains 8omb' Analyzed
1

PLAINS, Ga. (UP!) - A did go off, the board and and his wife Wednesday, called in
makeshift device which federal everything else becomes shrapnel." the Ft. Benning Experts "who
explosive experts believe to be a
Lane said the two women found rendered it inoperative," said Sane.
remote control bomb was found the device about 3 p.m. Wednesday
Ken Lynch, spokesman for the
125 f~et from the Plains Baptist and first thought it was a piece of Secr.et Service in Washington, said
Church in President Carter's white paper.
his agency did not believe the bomb
hometown, authorities said
Secret Service agents, who was meant for Carter or his family
Thursday.
maintain a Plains outpost and who but was monitoring the ATFT
Robert Lane, special agent in were guarding Carter's son Chip investigation,
charge of the Atlanta office of the
~
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and
Firearms (ATF), said two local
T '
women found the device in a
PASADENA, Calif. (UPI)-The Voyager II Space Probe,
flowerbed on Wednesday.
headed for Jupiter and Saturn, locked in Thursday on the star
Firearms experts from nearby Ft.
Canopus· and despite some earlier problems, was sailing toward
Benning deactivated the device and
the edge of the solar system at.more that 22,000 miles an hour.
Jet propulsion laboratory scientists said reports of problems
the ATF is analyzing white powder
found in the device to see if it is an
shortly after it separat~d from its launch vehicles last Saturday
explosive. The results of tests
were compounded by a transmission error to ground tracking
should be known today, he said.
stations.
"Before the launch they sent a series of frequency predictLane said the device could have
been there for several days and
s-giving ground stations the frequencies Voyager would transmit
could •have been in place during
on-and somehow a digit got dropped,'' a JPL spokesman said.
Carter's recent vacation stay in his
A tracking station on Guam and the Goldstone, Calif., station
Southwest Georgia hometown.
were unable ot lock in on the spacecraft and scientists thought
He said the device was conVoyager 11 had been damaged.
structed on an 8 x 10 inch piece of
"There were large chunks of data we just did not get," Dan
pegboard and included an in exGane of JPL said. "So we didn't have the data to make in· ra d'10, b a t tery an d a u sma11
penstve
terpretations. We didn't know what was happening.
container with a handful of some
"It appears some things did indeed, malfunction and some did
type o f pow der. "
not,".
"It appeared that if it went off, it
Voyager II locked in Thursday on the star Canopus as a
would go off through a remote
navigational aid and Friday was to make some maneuvers and
1
_c_o_n_tr_o_l_d_e_v_ic_e_,_'__s_a_id__L_a_n_e.''_l_f_it
__
_____P_h_o_t_ogr
__
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UP/ Wire Refutes
New York Woes
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Found Near Church.

Dow Recalls Pesticide
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SALE
$224.95
$93.95
$59.99
$149.95
$59.99
$45,95
$23.95
$23.95
$27.95
$62.95

WAS
HP-10 ....... $175
HP-19C .... , $345
HP-21 .... , .... $80
HP-22 ....... $125
HP-25 ....... $125
HP-25C ..... $160
HP-27 ....... $175
HP-29C ..... $195
HP-55 ....... $395
::::::~ HP-67., ••••• $450
\
, HP-91 •••...• $325
HP-92 ....... $625
HP-97 ....... $750

$~4.95

$79,95
$29.95

SALE
$153.95
$299.95
$69.95
$109,95
$109,95
$140.95
$153.95
$171.95
$129.95
$374.95
$279,95
$519.95
$624.95

.'

1. Above prices Include AIC Adaptor-Charger and Carrying

Case

I

2. All above calculators have lull one-year factory warranty
3. Enclose payment In lull with order, or remit $20 with order,
balance C.O.D.
4. Shipping Charges: Add $3.00 lor calculators and 4% of price
• tor recefvenl.
5. FAST DELIVERY GUARANTEED only with M.O. or certified
checks. Personal checks will delay the order until /I clears
banks.

\

'~
)

STEREO
RECEIVERS

®PIONEER
sALE
sx.12so ................ sooo

!!::

sx-e5o ................. ssoo
sX-750 .....•...••.....• $4oo
sx.sso ................. s:ooo
sx-sso ................. s>So

s.oo2
5347
$279
s213
" 78

SX·.IJSD ................. $200

$149

REG.

~~:;:~::::·:::::::::::!::0

PHONE ORDERS ACCEPTED
ONLY WITH
CREDIT CARDS

814·237-5990
(Add 3% for Credit Card Orders)
.. 1
··

STEREO WAREHOUSE
110 NEW ALLEY, STATE COLLEGE, PA.

16801

'I

a_p_h_t_h_e_s_ta_r_fi_le_l_d_t_o_g_e_t_abe~t~te~r~fi~IX~o~n~it~s~t~ra~j~e~ct~o~r~~~=:;:=:=:=:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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GOLDEN FRIED
CHICKEN

•

Prescription Eyewear Since 1935

has opened another office

Sun Square
Shopping Center
Now 3 Locations

Sun Square- 7210-A Menaul Blvd., N. E. • 293·8?80
4300 Central Ave. S. E. • 268·2008
4410 central Ave. s. w. • 831·5326

T-S·O

SPECIAL COUPON
OFFER!

USE OUR CO~VENIENT
DRIVE UP WINDOW
AT 1830 LOMAS AT YALE.
OTHER LOCATIONS:

2 PCS. GOLDEN FRIED CHICKEN

5431 Central NW
10015 CENTRAL NE
MONTGOMERY &
JUANTABO

POTATO SALAD OR COLESLAW OR FRENCH
FRIES, BEVERAGE
REG. $1.29 VALUE

HOURS:
11:00 AM TO 10:00 PM
SUN. THRU THURS.
11:00 AM TO 11:00 PM
FRI. &SAT.

WITH THIS COUPON

REDEEM AT1830LOMAS.ATYALE
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A Busy

We~k
By Tim Gallagher

"gj'

The first week of classes is traditionally a slow one as faculty and
students kind of grease their wheels in preparation for the long semester
ahead. I wonder what happened to tradition this year. These first five days
of class have been anything but slow.
.
On Wednesday, Gov. Jerry Apodaca came to UNM to speak to the
Board gf Regents about his community college plan. But the governor's
plan fell upon deaf ears as the Regents told him they wanted the community college to be an extension of UNM. Apodaca wants to establish a
three-campus separate college, with credits transferrable to UNM.
I find the Regents' attitude distressing, but typical of the "manana"
perspective many people around UNM have. They agree that we need a
community college, but when the governor comes up with the plan, they
don't like it.
The governor is going to have a tough time getting the college idea
through the 1978 Legislature, but it's goirfg to be even toughter without
the support of the community.
The Regents' fear that the University will see its state appropriation
sliced, is a valid one. But If there is a community college, UNM's
enrollment would drop and it wouldn't need as much money. Of course
this would mean faculty cutbacks, but some of the faculty could teach at
the new community college.
THE NEED FOR a community college wasn't really created by the
Regents or UNM and it's a shame that some of these people may have to
suffer. The need for the college was created by the second-rate schooling
give to high schoolers in the state. It's not UNM's fault that half of the high
school graduates in New Mexico are functional illiterates and they have
to be taught verb tenses in college.
But just because it isn't UNM's fault, it doesn't excuse them from not
helping with the solution.
The prposed community college might not. be exactly what UNM wants
but ~hat more can it be than a "glorified high school" during its first year~
of existence? Students who can't write or read English don't belong in a
major university. The community college would prepare them for college
and help them decide if they want to come here 6r not.
A communi~)' college would also help to ease the tight parking situation
on campus Which was also a hot topic during this first week of classes.
I've said it befor~ and I'll say it again, the parking mess we are in, is due
to the lack of plannmg.
Instead of considering the problems more students would create during
the tremendous growth years, the University looked greedily at the wave·
of n~w students. More students equals more money, they thought and
hung1ly accepted all the money they could. And while the number of
students on campus increased, the number of parking spaces decreased
because more classroom buildings were needed to house the ever.
increasing student population.
For example, about 200 spaces have been removed in the last two years
due to the construction of the duck pond and the art building.
BUT WHILE THE SITUATION grows increasingly worse what gets
'
done about it? Not·a whole lot.
We repor\ed Tuesday that the UNM representatives to the UNM-T-VI·
parking task force hadn't even shown up for the last three meetings. And
the Regents have yet to act on a study completed last February that
recommended some steps to improve the situation.
UNM officials will be meeting with city officials soon to determine if the
University can get back any of the $140,000 in parking ticket revenues that
were collected from campus violators. We've urged the University to take
' a strong stance, and hope that it does so.
ANC?THER ~NT~RESTING development this week was the firing of
sports mformat1on director Don McGuire. Back when I was sports editor of
the LOBO, I always had mixed feelings about McGuire. There were times
when he was a great guy who'd do anything he could do to help you out
and Y7t there were times when he wouldn't give you the time of day.
'
All mall, I was still having mixed feelings when I heard he'd been fired. 1
respect him for not resigning because unconfirmed rumors flew saying his
run-in with Athletic Director Lavon McDonald had a lot to do V:,ith certain
s~atements he'd made to a certain basketba II coach about the discipline on
h1s team.
ll<
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EDITORIALS; UnSigned editorials represent a majority opinion of the daily LOBO staff.
All other columns, cartoons, and letters represent the. opinion ol the authOr and do not
necessarily reflect the view of the staff.
~

LETTERS: Letters to the editor must by typed, and signed with the author's name,
signature, address and telephone numbet. Lettors to the editor should be no longer than 300
words although exceptions will be made If the_ topld warrants so. Any letters without the
abr)!Je lnformanor will not be printed, no exceptions. Narries will not bo withheld.
OPINIONS: Opinions must by typed and ·signed With the author's name, signature, ad·
dress, and telephone number. Opinions should not be longer than 5QO Words. Any opinion
Without the above Information will not be printed, no exceptions. Names wltl not be

withheld.
On any submlsslonsj only the names will be prlhted.
LOBO editorial phone: 277·4102 or277·4202.
Edltor·ln·chlef; Tim Gallagher
Managing Editor: Rebekah Szymanski
News Editor: Dolores Wood
Asst. News EditOr; Daniel Crain
Photo Editor: Wendell T. Hunt
Sports: Editor: Peter Madrid
Arts Editor: George Gesner
Copy Editor: Koren Panagakos
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By JANE QUESNEL
The Chamber Orchestra of
Albuquerque (COA) plans to
conclude their summer season with
the world premiere of Dr. William
Wood's Dialogues foe Jazz Quartet
& String Orchestra, August 28,
Sunday at 4 p.m. !ill the First United
Methodist Church, at Lead and
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Fourth SW, under the direction of
David Oberg.
An associate professor of music
at UNM, Wood received his Doctor
of Musical Arts degree from the
Eastman School of Music. His
teachers have included Howard
Hanson and Bernard Hughes.
Besides his work as instructor,

I

composer, and performer, Wood
has received commissions from
several major groups, including the
Prague Chamber Soloists.
Oberg asked Wood to write a
work specifically for the Arlen
Asher/Bob Brown Jazz Quartet
and the COA. Composed three
months ago, the finishing touches
are not yet complete 'on· this work
which must be put together in the
space of only three hours of
rehearsals.
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a kind of give-and-take structure.
Written and improvised sections for
the Quartet give the jazz group
space to do what tney do best.
Improvising on a scheme of synthetic scales, rather tnan on a series
of chord progression, the quartet is
accompanied at times by the orchestra, while at other spots is left

free to develop tnrough their improvisations. "It's all connected,
but yet I don't ask each separate
group to infringe upon each other's
grounds," Wood said.
·
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an interesting and highly enjoyable
experience for all concerned.

United Campus Ministry
9: 15 a.m. Sundays:
College Sunday School Class
Central United Methodist Church
One block west of UNM-215 PineNE

6:30p.m. Sundays; Power group
Discussions, Sharing, Recreation

Personal Counseling Always Available
At the United Ministries Center
1801 Las Lomas NE, 247-0497
One block North of Scholes Hall
Positive, Joyful, and Christian
Sponsored by the Disciples of Christ, the United Church
of Christ, the United Methodist Church, and the United
Presbyterian Church in the USA.
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Alternate Routes

Conductot Do.vld Obetg (sto.ndlng)
Wllllo.m Wood's otlglno.l score.

It is difficult to understand the
love affair that Americans have
with their automobiles. 'No
reasonable people would be ex·
pected to worship a god that fouls
their air, wastes their resources,
decimates ,their populace, and
empties their purses. Perhaps the
university community can be
encouraged to use energy-saving
and less polluting forms of transportation both through positive
reinforcement (bus passes, bike
lanes, etc.) and through removal of
incentives
to
use
private
automobiles. The latter form of
behavior modification is being
masterfully, though unwittingly,
accomplished by Parking "Services." Let's hope that we see a
continued decrease in parking
facilities and services on this
campus.

ASA Gallery Conversations
The ~orks of Margaret Newman
and Sherret Rose will be featured in
the first show of the academic year
at the ASA Gallery on the UNM
campus.
Entitled "Conversations and
Collaborations," and consisting of
recent paintings, drawings and
lithographs, tire show will run from
Aug. 29 through Sept. 9.
"Much of the work being
exhibited was done this past
summer with the idea that the two
groups of work would eventually be
seen:· together;" said Robert
Widdecomb, the gallery director.
"The mixed media paintings deal
with the concept of small scale
abstract work that demands an
intimate viewing space. Both artists
are concerned with the idea of
repetition of abstract forms and

Robert E. Tapscott

. H,';re's ~n interesting tidbit. There is a law that is called the "local option and 1t states that we can circulate a petition, and call for an election
to make our local utility municipally owned. No one knows about it so pass
the word. _The reason fo~ the law is to make the utilities responsible to us.
Th~ maJor ~xc~se agamst ~unicipal, utilities is that bureaucracy can't run
. anything, Which 1s true. But It doesn t have to be that way, if we elected
decent people who would stop letting the government run them. There are
som~ wei!· run municipal utilities with unusual management structures.
One.1s a City-owned/consumer Coop where consumers vote for the board
of directors. In effect the only peopl~ who can own voting stock are the
consumers. Ano_ther design is a municipally-owned/investor-owner
structure. The succes~ of a municipal utility really depends on the kind of
management you put 1n to keep out bureaucracy. What" is important is to
· get the utility so it is under local control.
·
There. are .a lot of advantages to local owners. 11 We can stop the
nucl:ar msan1ty, 2) put in higher rates for neon signs and lower rates for
low Income people, 3) and put in better street lighting-which PNM has
been lax on lately.
Apparently, t~e "local option" doesn't apply to the telephone, but we
may be able to fmd a way where cable-TV could take an increasing role in
telecommunications. The major reason why 1 would like to see lo'cal
ow~ership by the c?n.sumers is that the telephone company does have
ava1l~bll;. to, It soph1st1ca~ed technology which can be used for "social
momto_rmg. Anyone With a good Origin/Destination and Statistical
Analysis background can do it.
"Yhat happens is, the telephone company simply records wh'ere you're
calhn~ and from where you are calling. And then with mathematical
techn1ques a "sociological picture" of social" groups is co,nstructed from
the. data. Next from the math, community leaders can be identified of
;na1or groups, an~ then you zero in, and presto you have a social profile. It
1s as easy as run~1ng SPSS and could get your man elected. I'm not talking
about w1re tappmg by the FBI, but wire tapping by the corporations for
co.rporate purposes. Let's take over the Utilities.
Martin Nix
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Wood sees his work as being
written equally for both groups, in

'Local Option' Law

by Garry Trudeau

~

.

"I hope that it has something for
everyone," said Wood of his
Dialogues. "The most important
thing, I suppose, in writing a piece
like this, is not to allow the separate
groups of strings and the quartet to
get in each .other's way so far as
trying to imitate each other. In
other words, the strings don't try to
play jazz. Its material is separate
yet connected intervalically with
what the jazz group is doing."

Editor:
. A number of articles and
editorials
concerning
the
disorganized
and
despotic
bureaucracy that we ironically term
"Parking 'Services," have recently
appeared in the LOBO. Though no
one can dispute the thesis that
parking on this campus is less than
adequate, one can disagree with
the conclusion that therefore
additonal facilities and service for
private automobiles and their
drivers should be added.
Owing to the muddled parking
situation and the outrageous
parking fees charged faculty, some
time ago I began commuting
between campus and home by city
bus. To my surprise, I found
public transportation convenient,
relaxing, and cheap. More recently
I have discovered that bicycling the
six miles to campus has all of the
advantages of traveling by bus and
is downright fun (and healthier) to

AT A~Y RATE, one reason given for his firing was that he couldn't get
along With some sports writers from the Albuquerque Journal. Well 1
know t~e Journal's sportswriters in mind, and Pollyanna couldn't. get
along With them.
Don does h?ve a !ot of talent and I hope he get to use it well somewhere.
In the meantime, 1f John Gonzales isn't named SID the press should
'
crumble.
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Chamber Orchestra Closes Season
with Jazz
.

Automobile
Dies Slow
Is it so very "obvious" that UNM
needs 10,000 additional parking
spaces and a new $5,000 000
' .
parking facility? To me, it's obvious
that parking lots and automobile
traffic are heading for a well
deserved slow death.
The '«orld's energy, (lconomy,
and ecology can't endure the industry much m~>re. All rational
sources encourage the use of mass
transportation and bicycles. Yet, it
seems that we are planning ·to
encourage the increase of 10,000
more cars in UNM traffic to make
bicycling less pleasant and more
dangerous and buses slower and
more unpopular. Rather than this,
we should support the overall
automobile and gasoline industry as
little as j5ossible to let it die
naturally, and then we should save
those $5,000,000; there are so
many worthwhile things to be done
with it.
Scott Amundson
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The Catbird's Seat
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symbols throughout a body
work. Several works were done as
collaborative effort by the artists.
is hoped that the collaborative work
will add another dimension
viewing to all the work in
show," he added.
Located on the lower level of
New Mexico Union Building,
gallery is open weekdays from 11
a.m. to4 p:m.
A reception for the artists will be
held Monday, August 29, from 7 to
9 p.m. The public is invited.
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It soars into The Civic Auditorium
Sunday, September. 4th.
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Supplies
-·-·•·-·Clothing
-·-·•·-·'Posters
-·-·•·-·Tapestries
-·-···-·Levis
111 Harvard S.E.

8117 Menaul N~E.

(ascross from UNM)266-7709

{across from Hoffmantown) 296-5039
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Taxi Driver, starring the impulsive actor Robert De Niro, was the best
movie of last year in many critics' opinions. The fare is $1 for students and
$1.50 for others; destination is the SUB Theatre and times are7 and 9 p.m.
on Friday and Saturday.
Between the Lines is billed as being the comedy romance of the year. The
proof is what you see between the lines at the Lobo Theatre at 7:45 and
·9:40p.m.
MacArthur stars Gregory Peck as the man (the general) who harried
Truman and became a legend and cult figure. The biography is showing at
the Hiland Theatre at 2:00, 7:30 and 9:55p.m.
Rocky, a tragicomedy of a man and his hard-earned triumphs, Is 22
weeks short of running a year at the Los Altos Twin. Showtimes at the
Rocky Twin are 12:30, 2:45, 5:00, 7:15 and 9:30p.m.
I Never Promised· You A Rose Garden is not a biography of Lynn
Anderson, but it is a touching tale of a young woman touched by other
personalities within her. Kathleen Quinlan puts in a good performance,
The show plays at I :50, 3:50, 5:50,7:50, and 9:50p.m.
One On One courts mediocrity with Robby Benson starring as the babyfaced basketball superstar who can take a punch like Rocky and fight
back. Shoy.r starts at 1:45, 3:45,5:45, 7:4S and 10 p.m. at the Coronado 4.
The Spy Who Loved Me is full of bountiful babes, gimmicky gadgets,
adventurous action, interesting intrigue and England's pride and joy,
James Bond. Coronado 4 S\arts the show at 1, 3:10, 5:20, 7:30 and 9:45
p.m.
March or Die should draw legions of fans to the Louisiana Blvd. Cinema
·
at 1:4S, 3:45, 5:4S, 7:45 and 9:45p.m.
Star Wars will be the Mall Cinema's answer to beautiful science-fiction
until Christmas. Showtimes are at 12, 2:30, S, 7:30 and 10 p.m .
Editors note: Next Friday's entertainment section will include a more
complete movie section. Keep tuned to the arts section.
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In Tht- Sp1•ing

Supet Animated Fantasy
"The Fantastic Animation Festival," is currently playing at the Cinema
East.
By DAN HUMENICK
The Fantastic Animation Festival is a compilation of funny, bizarre and
often brilliant, short cartoons. I can not imagine any intelligent regular
movie-goer who will not find it to be a remarkable entertaining experience.
Certainly, some will be put off by the intentional ambiguities of many of
the films, but these apparent lapses in coherence often serve a humorous,
and, at times, serious purpose.
There are about IS pieces in the entire feature, and three of them, French
•
Window, Closed Mondays and Night Bird are truly fantastic.
Windows opens the film. It is an incredibly smooth and detailed study of
a group of leotard-clad jesters who, accompanied by the sountrack of Pink
Floyd, frolic amongst a wild assortment of geometrical shapes, clouds,
and, of course, french windows.
Slightly less pointless, though just as much fun, is Closed Mondays, a
Twilight Zone-like tale done with clay puppets. rt is about a saddened
drunk who stumbles into an art gallery and discovers that he himself is on
exhibit.
The last of the best, Night Bird, is a beautifully drawn mood piece that is
definitely the most brilliant of the three. This is a gray story with obvious
religious significance about a guy who eats funny and is constantly
hounded by hitchhiking birds in the rain; very depressing.
Other goodies in the film are Cal's Cradle, Superman vs. the Mechanical
Monsters, Room and Board and that famous classic animated discussion
of Communism and its horrible effects on the aged, Bambi Meets Godzilla.
Everythi11g else is interesting, except for something called Moonshadow,
an ineptly drawn and very boring story based on Cat Stevens' cnte hit song
of the same title. How this was accepted as part of The Fantastic
A nimalion Festival will forever remain a mystery to me.

'I

Southetn men Hit Town
The Civic · Auditorium will be
rocking at 8 p.m. tonight with the
Marshall Tucker Band and the
Sanford-Townsend Band.
Marshall Tucker is one of the
South's finest and most consistent
bands. Always an FM favorite, this
year it has finally, after four years,
reached true commercial success
with the single, "Heard It In a Love
Song." It has been a well-loved
band since its first album, "The
Marshall Tucker Band." The

'.
.:-'
2
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classic, "Can't You See" from that
The Sanford-Townsend Band is
album will soon be released as a cel1tct ed areound Ed Sanford and
single.
·
John Townsend, Although they
Marshall Tucker consists of Toy ?oth g.rew ~p in the South, they met
Caldwell on lead guitar and vocals. m Cahforma. Both are songwriters
His brother, Tommy, pushes bass. and ~ave had songs recorded by
George McCorkle handles rhythm Loggms and Messina and Nigel
guitar, and Doug Gray offers the .Olsson. Smoke from a Distant Fire
lead vocals that have made up so tts second album, incorporates a
much of the band's identity. Paul Southern style of rock with jazz and
Riddle holds the band down with r&b influences. Catching these
drums and percussion, while Jerry bands at the Civic tonights could
Eubanks plays alto sax•and flute.
prove an excellent way to end the
"
first, hectic week of school.
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Fleetwood·
Kirwan

.,

"Danny Kirwan" /DJM DJLPA-9
By GEORGE GESNER
Fleetwood Mac may be the most
popular group today, but let us not
forget that there were some
musicians who made it possible for
the Mac to keep going-Peter
Green, Jeremy Spencer, Robert
Welch and Danny Kirwan.
Kirwan, having left the big group
after the Bare Trees Album comes make you long for the Kirwan's
back to life with his second album. Fleetwood Mac.
Kirwan's material ranges from light,
California rock to an upbeat
staccato blues rocker, with an eerie
Best
synthesizer melody, a Beatles tune
. songs are: "I Can Tell "
"Ltfe Machine," "Midnight in San
spiced with reggae and beautiful
Juan," "Let It Be," "Look
ballads tossed in between .
Around You" and "Castaway." B
plus.
It's a beautiful album that will

.

.

Brower Starts Keller Season

I

'

UNM:s Keller H~l will open its fall season tonight with a cello recital
featunng guest arttst Candace Brower
•
Brower, a for:ner UNM music stud.ent, will present a program of music
by Bach, Prokofteff and Cesar Franck.
"
Th_e :eci~al begins at 8: IS pm in Keller Hall at the Fine Arts .Cener
Admtsston ts free.
•

FirsL 15 Years
·~
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Willie
Nelson

•

To Lefty From
Willie
incfudmg·
Mom And Dads Walt~:
I Ll)\leVou A Thou5and Ways

Shes Gone.Gone,Gone
Thal'5 The Way Lo\lc Goe!'>.'Rmlrbnd Lody

Showlimes
Weekdays 7:45 9:40
Weekends 2:00 4:00
5:55 7:45 9:40

Showtimes 12:30 2:45
5:00 7:15 9:30

C~actttaEG.stTwm
EUBANI< et CANDELARIA N E
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Lobo-Aggie Alutns Clash. in Memorial T1'lt

~
~

~
2

The second annual John Anders
This year's game has many faces
Memorial Alumni Basketball game ·that will bring back exciting
between former UNM Lobo hoop memories for Lobo-Aggie fans.
stars and former New Mexico State The list includes Lo bos Mel
Aggie hoop stars will ,take place Daniels, "Stretch" Boward,· Ron
Saturday Aug. 27 at 7 p.m. in ·Nelson, Boo Ellis, Willie Long,
Johnson Gym.
Petie Gibson, Mike Lucero, and
The 1977-78 Lobo-Aggie war is Ben Monroe. Former Aggies will be
being sponsored by the Sickle Cell Jim Bostic, Sam Lacey, Chito
Council of NM, Inc. in honor of Reyes, Jimmy Collins, and Hal and
John Anders, a promising UNM Richard Robinson. Last year the
football star who collapsed on the Aggies won in a squeaker by a score
practice field and later died of of94-92.
Sickle Cell Anemia in 1963.
Game activities will include a

~..._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._~._._._._._._._._._._._.___._._._._._._._._._._._.__.,._._._._._._._~

.~ Intramural Deadlines For Football, Swimming ·Near
A
o

Seven-person fl!1g football is the
·~ first team event which kicks-off the
~~ 1977-78 Intramural
Both
The field will be the same length,
80 yards. The new rule is intended
to open the game more.

L.P. GOODBUY &
COLUMBIA RECORDS
'

ALBUM of the WEEK !
Dan
Fogelberg
Nether
Lands

$3.77

Men's entries are due at the
mandatory managers meeting
Tuesday Aug. 30 at 4:00 p.m. in
124 of Johnson Gym, Men's entries
will not be accepted in the office
before that time nor after the
meeting. Both men's and women's
football games will start Tuesday
Sept.6.

including;
Love Gone By

False Faces

WITH THIS
COUPON

Sketches
Loose Ends

Once Upon

ACROSS fROM fAT HUMPHREY's

The UNM Rugby Club, a
member of the Rio Grande Rugby
Union (RGRU), will hold a clinic
for all interested in playing the
sport August 27, at 12· noon in
Room 154 of Johnson Gym,

Intramural Swimming
Saturday Sept. 8 starting at 8 a.m.
Events which will run Saturday are
the medley relay, 50-meter freestyle, 50-meter butterfly, 50-meter
backstroke, 50-meter breaststroke,
100-meter individual medley, 200meter freestyle relay, 100-meter coree medley relay and 100-meter coree freestyle relay.

A Time

3701 CENTRAL, N.E.

Bugby Clinic Set

The entries for women's (powder
puff) football are due Tuesday
Aug·, 30 at 5:00p.m, in room230 of
Johnson Gym. The. managers
meeting for women will be .
Thursday Sept, I at 4:00 p.m. in
room 124 of Johnson Gym.

UNM Rugby Club President
Richard Brown said, "There are
going to be films, experienced
players from the Union talking
about the sport, lectures and open
discussions. .There will be field
sessions if these players bring rugby
gear. The clinic will rap up at about
5 p.m. and there will be a $5 ·fee
charged."

Teams may enter as many people
as they desire in any event. All
entries are due by Tuesday Sept. 6
in room 230 Johnson Gym.
A
mandatory
managers/participants meeting is slated at 4
p.m. on Thursday Sept. 8 in room
124 of Johnson Gym.

The annual Intramural swimming meet will be held Thursday
NCAA rules will be in effect for
Sept. 8 and Saturady Sept. 10. Pre- starts, · finishes, and strokes. Tee
A short reminder that men's and
liminaries in the 50-meter freestyle, shirts will be presented as awards
women's
and co-recs entries for
50-meter butterfly, 50-meter back- for first and second places in all
golf
and
tennis
are due soon in the
stroke, 50-meter breaststroke and events.
1-M office, 230 Johnson Gym. The
100-meter individual medley will be
co-ree
events will have one man and
held Thursday night Sept. 8 starting
Individuals can enter five events woman per side in both golf and
at ~:30. The finals will be held including all the relay events.
tennis.

Eastbank Center
(Eubank and Candelaria
nexr ro DairY aueen)

i

I

Brown said, "and get more people
· interested in the sport. Right now
'there is not enough information
about the sport and we want. to
make people aware of rugby's
popularity." ·
·

tribute to Leroy Bearman, late
sports editor for the Albuquerque
Journal, the Leroy Bearman Slam
Dunk Contest and a raffle, Judges
for the Slam Dunk Contest will be
New Mexico area sportscasters.
Neil Murray of KOAT-TV will be
master of ceremonies.
The Lobo-Aggie game will be the
Council's major fund-raising effort
of the year. Proceeds will go to the
Sickle Cell Council to aid in its fight
against the inherited blood disease
which affects mainly Blacks.
Tickets for the game are $3 for
general admission and $2 ftJr
students. Tickets are available at
the Sickle Cell office, 3620
Wyoming NE, Suite 214, H.
Cook's
Sporting
Goods,
Albuquerque Ticket Agency in
Coronado Shopping Center and the
UNM Sub Box Office. For more
information, contact the Sickle Cell

Council at 293-2593.
Wendell Taylor, Bob Tappert, and
The confirmed list of players Claude Williams.
includes, for the Lobos: Daniels,
For the Aggies the confirmed list
Mike Oietmeier, Ellis, Chester includes; Michael Banks, John Di
Fuller, yibson, Ira Harge, Biose, Bostic, Collins, Avery
Howard, Larry Jones, Phi!Jordan, Pishroom, Bob Dvorak, Rob Evan,
Pat King, Tom King;' the oldest Dexter Hawkins, Lacey, Larry
player on the teams, who played the Mason, Bill Moore, Jimmy Oliver,
late 50's, Lon, Lucero, Joe McKay, Reyes, Robinson, Mitch Seals,
Monroe, Gabe Nava, Nelson, Gary Sides, and Truman Ward.
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Canterbury Chapel
425 University, N.E.

Sunday Services: 10: 00 & 5: 00
Wednesday & St Days: 12:30
* Beginning September 12th :
Courses: Old Testament SurveyComparative Religion
New Testament Greek
& others
Cost: price of books

The Rio Grande' Rugby Union
consists of eight teams: Durango,
Colorado, El Paso Tex., Santa Fe,
Socorr.o, Farmington, Las Cruces,
the Albuquerque Aardvarks, and ·
the UNM Rugby Club.

~

_a-.

The Episcopal Church At UNM

X

~
=E

.•

For injon"!ation call247-2515

"We want to get more players."

t

l

Our biggest sale of the year
continues with even more
great buys. Save during this
event, an event so spectacular, it can only be called "The
Sale". Quantities limited on
some items, so hurry In now
and save on stereo.

f

4310 Central SE
We Serve The Best In Sub Sandwiches.
The Best Country Swing Band
.In The Southwest.
The Last Mile Ramblers,
Make Us Their "HEADQUARTERS"
So Drop On In

NOW
THERE'S NO EXCUSE
FOR BUYING A COMPACTI

Coming Sept. 4th
The Watermelon Mountain Jug Band
Happy Hour
4-8 Fri. With
Daily Doubles

5-7 Mon. - Sat.
. Daily Doubles

Beginning next week, Lobo football fans will be able to see just
how good or how bad Western Athletic Conference foes are in the
coming in-depth articles on each one of the eight WAC teams.
A team preview on each WAC foe will be run either once or twice
a week. The teams will run in alphabetical order beginning with the
University of Arizona and winding down to co-defending WAC
champ, Wyoming.
.
Also to run next week will be features on UNM gridders, and
progress reports from practice.
The Lobos open·WAC play Sept. 30 when they ttavel to Provo,
Utah to face highly rated Brigham Young University, The Lobos
then come home and face departing WAC foe Arizona State, Oct. 8
The gridders next WAC tilt will be with Colorado State ·in Fort
Collins, Colo. on Oct. 22. Nov. 5 the Lobos play host to the 'l;.exasEl Paso Miners, travel to Tucson to face the Arizona Wildcats on
Nov. 12, then round out the 1977 WAC campaign at home against
Wyoming Nov. 19 and Utah Nov. 26.
Last season the Lobos finished with a 3-4 WAC mark putting is a
tie. for fifth in the standings,

Initial fellowship
meeting at:

Don't Forget About The
Wet-T-Shirt Contest On Mon. Nights

Combining quality at a low
price, Custom Hi Fi, once
again makes headlines.
Sanyo's 2100K, is the perfect
starter receiver with features
and power found in many
higher priced units. The

WAC Previews
Begin Next Week

Inter-Varsity
Christian
Fellowship

11425 Constitution NE
7:30 p.m. Fri August 26
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Deletion Of Name From
1977-78 Student Directory

LISTEN AND
YOU SHALL
RECEIVE

Ampex
speakers
provide
the
clear,801
clean
sounds,
the
BSR 2260 turntable completes this hlgh·value

Your Choice

~
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MPIONEER

o; 1':· ;~r3r
f)SANVO

IN-YOUR DASH

WITH A AM/FM
CASSETTE

..... ;.
:

The total turntable
complele with base,
dustcover, and car·
fridge. Our lowest
price.

:
:
:

~·

B.I.C.1000
Top·of.lhe·Line .
Separate motor lor lhe
lone arm completely
eliminates resonance
from the drive $
mechanism.

249

BB

Either the Sanyo
FT-870 or Pioneer
TP·6001 will turn
your car into a concert hall. Sensitive
FM tilhers and cas·
sette capabilities.
Make your choice
and ride easy.

sgg88

I

5005 Menaul NE
(across from Labelle's)
..
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ECISUPER 8
A two·way system
with 8" acoustic suspension wooler x3"
super wide dispersion
lweeler.
The Marantz ImperialS is
a two-way ported system
with an acoustically transparent grill for clean sound.

Where else but at Custom
Hi Fi can your choice be so
simple. All three receivers
offer you remarkable flexi·
bilily and stale-of-the-art
technology.

;~~;~t~

1 t:::> ... _

THE VOICE OF YOUR SYSTEM
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foH . .
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discwasher·

RECORD YOUR OWN!

or Watts
Keep your
Maintenance
• records
K1t .. , e1lher
'·sounding new.

S14BB

e

Scotch

1

813988

Scotch C·90
orBASF 90

PRIVATE EARS

D
s gaa

Your Choice. Pioneer SENNHEI8ER
SE-505 or Sennheiser
HD424 open-air
·
headphones for
\~fll',..
a remarkable. ' .

@PIONEER

saaaa

...............,.,s7888
rw~rllh}

Your choice: The Pioneer CT-F2121 and Blgston
BSD-300 offer outstanding cassette perlormance. Both
feature Dolby NR, digital counters and bias adjustments
for Chrome tapes. The Bigston also features autorewind. At "The Sale" special price.

4

EC"'
...

r

Free J~x 313headphone
extensmn With purchase.

either

I

c,riQ

,( 'JJ\<-,l,J(

$1.99 each

.

AND ACAST OF
THOUSANDS OF OTHER
GREAT BUYS.

262~0858
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~·Health Concepts Course

i
.:(

Involves Hispanic Culture

The course, "Health Concepts of
.g the Spanish American," Health
-l Education 293, scheduled for
~ Monday nights, 7 to 9:30 p,m; in
A room 148 in Johnson Gym.
8
The three-credit course will be
'xv taught by M. aria Dumont and Molly
~ Vigil,
~
It will involve a brief history of
0

the Spanish American culture,
some of similarities and differences
with the Anglo culture, and the
Spanish-American folk health
beliefs including folk medicine and
its effects on established health
agencies.
The course was reported incorrectly as "to be arranged " in
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New Location
1631 Eubank N.E.
293 4508

l
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511 Wyoming N .E. 265·3667

ot0S

I
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I

4523 4th N .W. 345-5301
Belen at 614 Becker 864·3522 •
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WASHINGTON (UPI)-The FBI is ·pinpointing
·
mem bers o f t he C h urch of Sc1entology
wh o wor k •,or
the federal government to be "purged" from their
jobs, a lawyeer he sent to FBI Director Clarence Kelley
outlining
thisdemanding
and other "that
allegedtheactions
church and
above against
abuses the
be

im=~~~:::pt,e:~:t::~~ling
1

••

~., S P
OPTICIAN~.,_ e-r-s0
9 am-9 pm~. , _

Scientologists Purged
From Governtnent Jobs
'

'

· Hirschkop also said he understands the FBI "Has
been infiltratring the church meetings and
congregations" and, along with other government
agencies, conducting surveillance of the church's
communications and correspondence.

the church's suit against
the FBI rising out of a raid agents made at church
offices in Washington ,on July 8 to.ld Kelley:

The lawyer's letter follows up a court hearing in Los
Angeles at which, according to church spokesmen, the
government acknowledged it was using seized material
to obtain the names of church members on federal
payrolls.

"I must demand on behalf of my clients that the
Federal Bureau of Investigation and the Federal
government cease any activity discrimination against
the Church of Scientology and its members.

Courts in both the District of Columbia and Los
Angeles have ruled the raids were illegal and ordered
the seized material returned to the Scientologists, The
government is appealing those rulings.

"It is our understanding that Federal Bureau of

A federal grand jury also is looking into the matter,
and the Rev. Arthur Maren of Los Angeles, head of
the church's department of public affairs, has been
jailed in Washington since July 29 for refusing to
testify before the panel.

Investigation field offices or the central office or both
are singling out adherents of the scientology religion to
be purged from posts· · ·"

~---------

Business. Science. Engineering.
.
.

This semester is the rigl;tt time to get a TI
calculator tailored to the work you're doiitg.

Non~Profit

School
Offers Child .Care

House Scam Stains Korea

St. Mark's in the Valley Day School, Inc. is a non-profit, nonsectarian school which serves tuition-paying children and those
eligible for free day care, ages three through six. The purpose is to
provide for the care and education of young children in a loving and
stimulating atmosphere. Day care is available from 7:30a.m. to 5:30
p.m. Monday through Friday all year except on federal holidays.
Eligibility requirements for free day care under Title XX Grant are:
I( The parent(s) must be out of the home working, in training or
school, or disabled and 2) Income level must meet certain criteria.
·For further information you may call Darline Wilson, Director,
Viki Pedroncelli, Social Worker, at 344-7369. St. Mark's in the
Valley is located at2913 Commercial N.E.

FBI "Taps G·uild
WASHINGTON (UPI)-The
FBI rummaged through trash and
tapped telephones at the National
Lawyers Guild in the 1940s and
1950s as part of its campaign
against leftist dissidents, according
to documents made public
Thursday,
The National Emergency Civil
Liberties Foundation made public
documents obtained from the FBI
in connection with a lawsuit filed by
the guild against the FBI. The CIA
and a number of present and past
government officials.
The documaents indicated the
FBI began tapping guild telephones
as early as November, 1947.
The lawsuit charges the FBI, the
CIA and other intelligence agencies
conducted illegal surveillance and
harassment against the guild "over
a period of30 years."
As part of the suit, the FBI was
forced to turn over to the guild
thousands of pages of bureau files.
'The guild, formed by lawyers in
1937 as an alternative to the
American Bar Association, charged
in 1950 that the FBI was violating
federal law by using information

•'II"II

Koreans Seek Honor

obtained by wiretap, opening
private mail and searching homes
without a search warrant.
The Washington Post reported
Thursday that one of the subjects
of the FBI activities, constitutional
law expert Thomas I. Emerson,
said in Connecticut he was surprised that former FBI Director J.
Edgar Hoover surreptitiously
obtained a copy of an article he was
writing in 1948.The article was
critical of the FBI.

SEOUL,
South
Korea
(UPI)-South Korea's major
opposition party Thursday urged
the government and businessman.
Tongsun Park to aid the U.S.
Investigation of an influence
buying scandal in Washington to
clear Korea's honor.
The new Democratic party also
called on Korea's parliament to
make an independent inquiry into
the scandal and take countermeasures.
"If Mr. Park's contention
(denial of his alleged role in the .
scandal) is true, our government
should make public details of the
incident to remove a stain hanging

tli~~;-~:t~!:~t:~~~~~:~r

on it, and Mr. Park also should
justly face U.S. Congressional
Park,
investigators," a party statement breaking a 10-month silence, denied
said.
Wednesday any link with influence
"Thereby (they) should make buying on behalf of the Koreanefforts to clear doubts among our government in Washington. It was
people and in the U.S. Congress his first public account of the
and restore honor in international scandal.
society," it said.
"Whatever I have done in the
An investigation of the scandal Unit~d States, especially in
by South Korea's parliament, as Washmgton, has been done on my
proposed by the opposition party, personal account as a private
is impossible without the help of the businessman to enhance my
pro-government force which business situation," Park told a
controls more than two-thirds of news conference.

HERBAL
APOTHECARY
Fresh Herbs at low prices

ID card
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Mon. -Fri.
All Drinks

2Forl
5-Bpm.

106 Girard SE Suite 101

Shrimp
Cocktail
81.00

Mon·Sat lOam to 6pm

COPIES FOR STUDENTS &

present

ft;

Specials

SPECIAL OFFER

please

-~

2,~2 (

NO

WHILE YOU

FACULTY

This Week:
Cosmic Charlie

EACH
CASH

ClfEC~$,

PL£ME'

WAIT

• prompt, cout1eous senlce • convenient off stnMJt parking • collating and
stapling, drilling and binding f.&~llkmo1 c~~., 1 ot.l • open seven ~7) rlays a week to
givo you more se~ico • offset printing, typosotting, artists, creative de1ign.
DATA CO'S rrmrt(ll for thr opmu/o, oj11 rop,lliflttmd printfnt: bMsllltSI
Is SER. VlCE. .. NOk'....... W/fEN YOU NEED fT! And trwu~h rqulpl1ffnt,
N ..

t~bllit)', ~d 1111f~ffl puwnnt/·lll h111dk all )'OUr copj·ltlf ond prlnlinJ nrn/11.

A Fine Drinking EstablishmenL

2~:1>2«1

1112 t.OMAii NE IC<"""!"',.. 'l.liWIIII'f')

5001 Lomas NE • 256-1250

(tA(lctC!J~UCDa4 ~OOCDW
oo~~®A~A~®~Q~a~~~oo

I

Hewlett-Packard.

Texas Instruments
Calculators
for
Business,
Science,&
Engineering

ctOOC!J~!L(!)~f.IC!JCT

OOflWQ.C~iJ"1]\l[}JActM[!4®~Q

CTAOOO[!.tf CUlr
OO[!)Atta

!10~~11
~WA~ct~wctAa.ct~~~~~

SR-51-11

.

Professional decision making system.
Loaded with statistics functions.
r:,:.=
•. ::::=:::::=:;-, Accounting. Marketing. Education.
Social Sciences. Life Sciences. Health.
Statistics plays a major role in dozens
of career fields. Here's a calculator with
the advanced capability you need to
handle your projects. Comes with
Calculating Better Decisions, a $4.95 book value.
Helps you get the most out of th~ SR-51-II. Stepby-step illustrations show how to use its powerfl.il
preprogrammed functions. learn how to gather
data. Weigh alternatives. Arrive at rapid, accurate
decisions.

TheMBK

r:JO(JJ au

Business calculator
A business major's dream machine.

fAl(J)~(J)(J)

Scientific

If you're building a career in business, the MBA
can be ideal. It provides instant answers to complex business problems at the touch of a key. It is
preprogrammed for a wide variety of functions
and formulas business professionals face every
day. Take internal rate of return, for example, a
valuable calct11ation for accurate capital budgeting. It's complicated, often difficult, and takes time.
The MBA handles it in seconds, for 12
diff.erent cash. flows.! l.t also offers prorJ
grammability- up to 32 keystrokes for
solving repetitive problems easily.
.

r:JO(JJ aa

u~~(J)(J)

Business Management
~

r:ru~ a~

u~~(J)(}J

~~Zl)(J)

oo,.~

~~~~aa

oo,.~

00~

~,.~

Business

4P

OO(JJ OOct
~~a

u~~(J)(J)

Programmable with
continuous memory!

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
INCORPORATED

au~~~

Financial/Scientific/Statistical

•suggested retail price.

©19n Texas Instruments Incorporated

uu ~(J)

Factory Repres.entatives
Will Be Present

4553G

Scientific Programmable Analyst

u~~(J)(J)

u~ IJ)IJ4<DCO~~

~O~fAltcrOOO
oalU~~ a~~,.~

ll.CeOQ~[!4~

With continuous memory
1](j}(J)~ctJ(J)

When you buy a Tl
f
[LQfll(!4A[!4~ Programmable 58 or 59 ·
$35 oo
.
between now and
val~e l]~[f[f
October31, 1977
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PASSPORT, IMMIGRATION I.D. photos, Lowest
prices In town. Fast, pleasing. Call265-2444 or come
to 1717 Girard NE. 9/30
RIDES! RIDES! RIDES I Localund long-distance car
pools at lTC, 265-9860, 8/26
WRITER, 26 AT THE END of tragic romance, seeks
female companion. Likes backpacking, tennis, jazz,
South American politics, running early in morning.
Hates Ayn Rand books and. National Lampoon
Magazine, P,O, Bo~ 4411 'Albuquerque, 87106,

8129

Q)

i'.f

P-<

PERSONALS

1.

WORLD PREMIER- Arlen Asher/Bob Brown Jazz
Quartet with 'the Chamber 'Orchestra of
Albuquerque will premier William Wood's
Dialogues for Jazz Quartet and String Orchestra
Sunday, Augus( 28, at4:00, First United Methodist
Church, 4th ~nd Lead SW in Albuquerque, Tickets
from TicketMaster and at the door, 8/26
STUDY IN QUITO, Ecuador, at UNM's Andean
C~nter, Spring, '78. Information, 229 Ortega Hall,
277-2636, 8/26
UNM BOOKSTORE RETURNS POLICY: A) You
must have sales receipt from UNM Bookstore; B)
Book must be in same condition as purchased; q
Last day to return texts i.s Friday, September 16,
8/26
ACCURATE INFORMATION ADOUT con•
traceptlo11, sterilization, abortion. Right to Choose,
294-0171. 12/3
LEARN BASKETRY; classes forming now, $15.00,
American Handicrafts, 4606 Menaul NE·orcaii883426S, 881-4493.8/30
Looking for Group B blood donors. Will compensate. Please contact Malaria Project; 277-3001, 2772813.8/31
ATTENTION DANCERS: evening and weekend
classes are now available in Disco, Jitterbug and Tap
Dance. information available friday night, 7:30 to
9:30 at the Ballroom Dance Club in the SUB
Ballroom. 8126
THE WOMAN QUESTION: Is It a philosophical
one? What do traditional religious and philosophic
views say about women's nature & roles? Take
PHILOSOPHICAL & RELIGIOUS PERSPECTIVES ON WOMEN, C. McDermott, Phil.
341.006-Wed. 6:30-9;15, Call 277·3930 for more
information. 8/26
WOMEN IN SPORTS-A new course will examine
old myths and new realities. To learn about women
and spar~ in American culture, lake Phys. Ed & R
493.001 Trh 12:30-1:45. Call 277-3930 for more
information. 9/1
TODAY try some natural juices, yogurt; wholesome
snacks. BABAS COMMUNITY STORE. 107 Mesa,
SE. One block east of University Blvd. 247·

9175. 911
WATER BED WANTED. 294-7462. 911
LIBERATED RADIO for Lesbians and Gay Men,
7:30 pm, September I, on 90, I FM. 9/1
COMMUTERS WANTED to UNM,' Leaving Santa
Fe at 7:00 am & returning at 6:00 pm MondayFriday. 471-6924 9/1
SENIOR OR GRADUATE STUDENTS in planning,
journalism, public administration or business
wanted for 12-wcek full-time paid WICIU! Intern·
ships in New Mexico, Call (303) 443-6144 collect for
further Information. 9/1
u

2.

LOST AND FOUND

DOG IN NORTH VALLEY two weeks ago. Medium
size, black & tan coloring. If seen please call 3441125. 8/29

LOST .CAT: 300 block Stanford SE: orange, longhaired, female; green collar w/"Harmony" on tag,
262-0365 or 305 Stanford SE, 8/31

3.

SERVICES

QA TYPING SEIWICE. A complete typing' and
editorial system. Technical, genera), legal, medical,
scholastic. Charts & tables, 345-2125. 10/IS
CLASSICAL GU~TAR INSTRUCTION, Master's
Degree in Music. 255-8114, 912
LSAT·MCAT REVIEW COURSES. Prepare now.
Call PENM 842-5200. trn
GROWERS' MAR,KET of Albuquerque, Every
Saturday 7 am-Noon, Civic Auditorium parking lot.
Local fresh fruits and vegetables. Buyers and sellers
we Icome, 8/26

4.

HOUSING

ALL UTILITIES INCLUDED: Air conditioning,
private patio, one-bedroom, $1 15, 262-1751, Valley
Rentals. Small fee, Guaranteed. 8/26
LAROE ONE-BEDROOM, PEACEFUL setting,
good for studying, $140 everything included. 2621751, Valley Rentals. Small Fee. Guaranteed.
8/26
°
FENCED, COZY ONE-BEDROOM; garage, no
lease, SI3S, air. 262·1751, Valley Rentals. Small fee,
Guaranteed. B/26
PRIVATE HOME has ~oom for 3 ladies. I single
bedroom & bedroom for 2 sharing. $100/month
includes everything & access to house. 242-1046 or

265-2534. 8129
CAMPUS SPECIAL: Two-bedroom, crackling
fireplace, fenced yard, no lease. $160. 262-1751,
Valley Rentals. Small fee. Guaranteed, 8/26
DANDY DUPLEX I Enclosed patio, air, all utiliJles
paid, $125. Five minute walk to UNM, 26;!-1751,
Valley Rentals. Small fee. Guaranteed. 8/26
ROOMATE WANTED (FEMALE): 2-bedroom,
$70/month, non-smoker preferred, 266-4942. 8/26
STUDENT SPECIAL: ROOMY one· bedroom, $15,
nicely furnished. 262-1751, Valley Remals. Small
fee. Guaranteed. 8/26
WALK 1'0 CLASS: $135 includes utilities, cleaner
one-bedroom, central air, fully carpeted, 262·1751,
Valley Rentals. Small fee, Guaranteed. 8/26
NO LEASE, FULLY fenced one-bedroom, garage,
pets welcome, $100. 262-1751, Valley Rentals. Small
fee. Guaranteed. 8/26
TWO BEDROOM APARTMENT, three blocks from
UMN. 268-2835. 8/27
HOUSE ON CAMPUS. 5 bedrooms lo student
group, $350 mo. plus utilities. Semi-furnished,
parking. Phone 292-3476 or277·3617. 8/30

5.

Athletes and others with athletes foot•.
If our examination confirms that you
have a fungus infection of the skin of your
feet, you can:
1. Advance medical knowledge
2. Get rid of your infection (maybe)
3. Earn $100 (for certain)

FORSALE

MOTORCYCLE, HONDA 305. Just rebuilt engine,
new tires and curbs: carriers, very excel!. cond,,
$465, or offer. 243-2168, 8/26
NEW B·FLAT SELMER PARIS tenor saxophone
w/case•.Finest professional Instrument made, Paid
$1195, take$950 or best offer. 898-2866. 8/26
AKC AFGHAN HOUND puppies: Dlack-masked,
apricot-cream colored, SIOO, 266-3867, 8/26
BACK TO SCHOOL bicycle sale: New and used
bicydes. Gitane, Stella, Motobecane and other fine
makes. Best prices on repairs, largest selection of
parts and acccsories In the SW. Prices you can afford. R.C. Halletts, 2122 Coal PlaceSE. 2blks rrom
UNM, off Yale bciWccn lead & Coal. 843-9378. 9/6

20 USED PORTABLE TVs, $30 to
Wyoming NE, 255-5987. lOllS
THREE RAIL MOTORCYCLE TRAILER: $200,00
19" portable TV. b&w: $45.00. After 5:00P.M, 8777561. 8/29
1967, 1970 CHRYSLER Newports. Excellent condition. 243-1071. 8/26
800cc NORTON, FAST, all new parts. Call 2552865. 8/26
DUE TO DIVORCE. Takeover payments of$7,77 a.
month on this brand new Red 1\:irby Classic Ill, For
Information, 266-5872. 8/25
CHEAP WATERBEDSI Water Trips, 3407 Central
NE, Student Specials; $79.95 plus tax buys you I)
basic noorframe, 2) safety liner, 3)any size waterbed
matress (3-year guarantee), 4)foam comfort pad.
268-8455, 8/25
BICYCLE LOCKS! Best price in 1own on #I rated
Citadel locks guaranteed against theft up to $150.00.
We also stock master locks and chains. R.C.
Hallett's2122 Coal Pl. SE. 843-9378, 9/~
Schwinn LETOUR BICYCLE: 23" frame with generator set & book rack. New condition, will lake best
offer. 299-6418, 8/26
·
ROGERS DRUMS w/double bass & Zildjlans,
stands, etc. $500.000 (firm), 877-0642. 8/31
WELCOME BACK SALE. Levis $7.95 and under;
brushed denim pants only $4.75: blouses, $4.50; at
California Fashion Outlet, 2318 Central, across
from UNM, 266-6872. 8/31
CI\MERAS; LENS, ENLARGERS, darkroom and
photo items. We buy, sell and trade. Wils11n
Camera, 3107 Central, NE. 9/1
GENTLY DRIVEN 1971 Buick Electra-225, 2947462. 9/1
SHARP RED-METALLIC TRIUMPH SPITFIRE
1972, low miles. 294-7462. 9/1
OLDSMOBILE 1964, model 98. Soon to be a classic.
Great body, run~ beautifully. Call268-4154. 8/26
100 MILES TO A GALLON. Adult size Suzuki 50.
Excellent condition. Great for on or off the road;
2900 miles. Helmut included. $199. or best. 2967950. 9/1
ASPEN GUITAR, 6·string acoustic. Excellent
condition. First $95. takes. Mike, 255·1977. 9/ I
60' WATT HARMONY AMP wilh 12" Jensen
speaker, Good condition, $40. Call 293-9522, after

5. 8129
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The Division of Dermatology of the.
University of New Mexico School of
Medicine needs 100 volunteers with dermatophytosis of the feet (athletes foot) to
help test the comparative effectiveness of
three proven safe antifungal preparations.
For a free examination to determine if
you qualify, report to the University of New
Mexico Student Health Center between 9:00
A.M. and 12:00 Noon, Saturday, August 27
and September 3.
For further information, call Dr. Smith or
Mrs. Macinnis at 277-4757.

Special
Selection
Now$15.88

EMPLOYMENT

Reg. 24.95 to 32.95

EXPERIENCED WAITERS & Waitresses needed,
also a dishwasher. Apply at the Morning Glory
Cafe, 2933 Monte VistaNE: 4·6 P.M., Tuesday thru
Friday. 8/30
PART-TIME JOB: Sales, flexible hours, good pay.
Possible full·time during breaks. Call: Phil Fran·
czyk, C.L.U., 292·2830, 9/30
HALF-TIME COUNSELOR for vasectomy counseling and education at Planned Parenthood.
Conlact Norma or Carol, 265-5976, by August 29,
An Equal Opportunity Employer. 8/26
WEEKEND FRAMERS WANTED, 262·0772. 8/26
NEED BABYSITTER in the Monte Vista school area
immediately. Call268-0448, after4. 8/31
PART TIME: men & women sales clerks- stocking,
Must be over21years old. Apply in person, no phone
calls. SAVE· WAY liquor stores, 5516 Menaul Blvd,,
NE & 5704 Lorna!: NE.
9/22
NEED A JOB7 Call Linda at Check-Mate International, the professional agency, where the appi!Cilnt never pays a fcc. Call296.()521, 8/26
WELL PAYING PART-TIME JOB available. We
will coordinate with your school schedule. Apply in
person Ocr Wicncrschnitzcl, 4201 Central or 5810
Menual, NE. 9/1
STUDENT EMPLOYEES NEEDED to help on
lunch line; 10:30 am to dosing. Sec Mrs. Compton,
La Posada Dining Hall arter II am. 9/1

7.
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Beautiful Wood
bottom
collection by:
Ia Sabat and
Bare Traps
colors available
in tan~ brown,
black

TRAVEL

INTERESTED IN LOCAL car pools11n formation at
265·9860, noon to 6:00pm. 8/26
CHRISTMAS FLIGHTS? THINK about it now!
Reservations at Intercontinental Travel Centre, 107
Girard SE, 2SS·6830 noon to 6:00pm. 8126

•

POPEJOY HALL

~

AUCi

TICKETS ON SALE NOW!

$6,00 84.50 $3.00

19, 20,21: ..."i~:l.s!!J.o.~'''

SEPT EM
*matinee

Announcing!
For the set::ond time lobo men"s shop

TICKETS ON SALE AT
ALL TICKET MASTER COMPUTERIZED BOX-OFFICES
POPEJOY HALL• UNM STUDENT UNION
RECORD WORLD•THE GENERAL STORE
LP. GOODBUV • DILLARDS •THE PEOPLES CHOICE
FOR INFORMATION CALL ACLOA 344·2317 OR POPEJOY HALL 277·3121

•

Mexico's most famousq_ame b America's ma.t

.

Sidewalk
Sale!

This Saturday A_ug. 27
Pants- only $6.00
Shirts- $6.00
lobo
Pancho Villa tequila

..

•

Plus a large selection of leather coats,
shoes, knit shirts, and suits.

•

..

2120 Central SE 243•6954

men's
shop

L

